
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF WATER ) 
TO VARIOUS WATER RIGHTS HELD BY OR FOR) 
THE BENEFIT OF A&B IRRIGATION DISTRICT, ) 
AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, ) 
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER ) 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MINIDOKA IRRIGATION) 
DISTRICT, NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY, ) 
AND TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY ) 
___________________ ) 

SECOND AMENDED FINAL 
ORDER REGARDING 
METHODOLOGY FOR 
DETERMINING MATERIAL 
INJURY TO REASONABLE 
IN-SEASON DEMAND AND 
REASONABLE CARRYOVER 

This Second Amended Final Order Regarding Methodology for Determining Injury to 
Reasonable In -Season Demand and Reasonable Carryover corrects an omission in the June 16, 
2010 Amended Methodology Order that limits mitigation to storage water. This order 
recognizes that other activitie by junior water right holders may al o provide mitigation benefits 
to senior water right holder . This order supersede the June 16, 2010 Amended Methodology 
Order. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. Procedural Background 

1. On September 5, 2008, the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Re ources 
("Director" or "Department") i sued a final order in this matter ("2008 Final Order"), in which 
he ruled on all i sues raised at hearing, with the exception of stating his methodology for 
determining material injury to the Surface Water Coalition's ("SWC") reasonable in- ea on 
demand ("RISO") and reasonable carryover. R. Vol. 37 at 7386.1 

1 For purpose of convenience a ll citalion in this Final Order are to material lhat wa ad milted during the heari ng 
and is part of the final agency record on appeal , which wa lodged with the Fifth Judicial District Court on February 
6, 2009. 
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2. On July 24, 2009, the Honorable John M. Melanson issued his Order on Judicial 
Review, which found that the Director's decision to bifurcate his orders was unlawful under the 
IDAP A. Order on Judicial Review at 32. The court remanded this issue "for further proceedings 
consistent with this decision." Id. at 33. Petitions for rehearing were filed by the City of 
Pocatello ("Pocatello") and the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc., No1th Snake Ground 
Water District, and Magic Valley Ground Water District (collectively referred to herein as the 
"IGW A"). At times, this order will refer to IGW A and Pocatello collectively as "ground water 
users" or "GWU." 

3. On March 4, 2010, the court issued its Order Staying Decision on Petition for 
Rehearing Pending Issuance of Revised Final Order. The order was issued pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule 13(b)(14) and tasked the Director to issue a final order determining material 
injury to RISD and reasonable carryover by March 31, 2010. On March 29, 2010, the court 
extended the deadline to April 7, 2010. Order Granting Unopposed Motionfor Extension of 
Time to File Order on Remand. 

4. On April 7, 2010, the Director issued his Final Order. Petitions for 
reconsideration were filed by the parties. Because the hearing record did not contain 2008 data, 
the Director set a hearing for the parties to contest and rebut the Director's use of 2008 data. 
Hearing occurred on May 24, 2010. 

5. The purpose of this amended Final Order is to set forth the Director's 
methodology for determining material injury to RISD and reasonable carryover to members of 
the SWC. The amended Final Order is issued in response to the petitions for reconsideration and 
hearing on 2008 data. Issued contemporaneously with the Final Order is the Director' s order on 
reconsideration. The purpose of issuing the amended Final Order is to provide the parties with a 
single, cohesive document by which the Director wiJJ quantify material injury in terms of 
reasonable in-season demand and reasonable carryover. The amended Final Order supersedes 
the Final Order issued April 7, 2010. 

II. Methodology for Determining Material Injury to Reasonable In-Season Demand 

A. Background to Reasonable In-Season Demand 

6. The May 2, 2005 Amended Order ("May 2005 Order") and its progeny used the 
concept of a minimum full supply to quantify the amount of water members of the SWC needed 
during an irrigation season to ensure a reasonable supply. The minimum full supply was 
established by reviewing diversion records over a fifteen-year period (1990-2004), and selecting 
a single year with the smallest annual diversion amount that had full headgate deliveries absent 
the lease of any storage water. R. Vol. 37 at 7065. The year that best fit these criteria was 1995. 
Id. at 7066. 
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7. The May 2005 Order and its progeny were the subject of a fourteen-day hearing 
before hearing officer Gerald F. Schroeder ("Hearing Officer"). During the hearing, the 
Department presented its use of the minimum full supply analysis for determining material injury 
to in-season diversions. The parties presented competing proposals that were based on a water 
budget method. R. Vol. 37 at 7096. 

8. In the Hearing Officer's April 29, 2008 Opinion Constituting Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Recommendation ("Recommended Order"), he stated he could not 
reconcile the water budget methods advanced by the parties. R. Vol. 37 at 7096-97. The 
Hearing Officer stated that "the Department must modify the minimum full supply analysis as a 
method of establishing a baseline of predicted water need for projecting material injury." R. Vol. 
37 at 7098. Reasons for modifying the Director's method were as follows: 

Predictions of need should be based on an average year of need , subject to 
adjustment up or down depending upon the particular water conditions for the 
irrigation season. This is the initial concept behind the minimum full supply. The 
development of an acceptable baseline subject to adjustment for changing 
conditions retains the value of having senior rights while providing some level of 
protection against unnecessary curtailment. The concept is good, but the 
minimum full supply identified by the Director has no defenders from the parties. 
A brief summary of objections to the Director's minimum full supply can be 
stated: 

a. It is based on a wet year. To get to an average moisture year an 
adjustment would be necessary to determine how much greater the 
minimum full supply would be if the weather equated to an average year 
when an adequate amount of water was delivered. 

b. It is based on a decade old year that does not reflect current efficiencies 
such as the increased use of sprinkler irrigation and computer monitoring 
or changes in the amount of land irrigated. 

c. It has an emphasis on supply rather than need. That is the amount of 
water that provided full headgate deliveries. Those may or may not have 
been needed in that wet year. 

R. Vol. 37 at 7096. 

9. For purposes of future administration, the Hearing Officer provided the following 
guidance: 

a. To the extent 1995 is utilized it should be adjusted to determine how much 
the need for irrigation water was depressed by the well-above average 
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precipitation and how much less loss from evaporation there would have 
been from depressed temperatures compared to a normal temperature year. 
Thjs would result in an increase in the baseline utilized by the Director. The 
objection that arriving at a baseline by using the amount delivered in a specific 
year emphasized supply rather than need is worthy of consideration. However, 
the evidence does not establish waste in the use of water in 1995. Absent 
evidence of waste it is appropriate to assume that the water was applied to a 
beneficial use. 

b. If there have been significant cropping changes resulting in either greater 
or less need for water, those should be factored. This is an area of caution. 
Cropping decisions are matters for the irrigators acting within their water rights. 
Those decisions should be driven by the market. The fact that a particular crop 
may take less water does not djctate that it be planted. 

c. Changes in facilities, diversion, conveyance, and irrigation practices from 
earlier years should be considered, e.g. the extent to which conversions to 
sprinklers have affected water use over time. This again must be considered 
with caution to avoid rewriting a water right through the process of determinjng a 
baseline water need for predictions of material injury. There may be legitimate 
reasons to revert to gravity flow in the future or change other practices. 

d. Analysis of soil conditions to determine how water is retained or lost is a 
factor. Soil may hold water to be used by crops in the future. The fact that water 
may be applied to the ground when there are no plants growing does not mean the 
water is wasted. That depends on the nature of the soil and the amount of soil. 
Some soil retains water well , other does not. This affects the timing and extent of 
water delivery. 

e. Non-irrigated acres should not be considered in determining the irrigation 
supply necessary for SWC members. IGW A has established that at least 6,600 
acres claimed by TFCC in its district are not irrigated. Similar information was 
submitted concerning the Minidoka Irrigation District, indicating that the c laimed 
acreage of 75,152 includes 5,008 acres not irrigated and Burley Irrigation District 
bas some 2,907 acres of the 47,622 acres claimed not irrigated. These amounts 
may, of course, change as acreage is removed from irrigation or possibly added 
back. 

f. Calculation of a water budget should be based on acres, not shares. The 
allocation of water within a district is a matter of internal management, but the 
calculation of a water budget in determining if there wiJJ be curtai lment should be 
based on acres not shares. 
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g. Full headgate delivery for Twin Falls Canal Company should be calculated 
at 5/8 inch instead of 3/4 inch. The former Director accepted Twin Falls Canal 
Company' s response that 3/4 inch con tituted full headgate delivery, and TFCC 
continued to assert that po ition at hearing. This is contradicted by the internal 
memoranda and information given to the hareholders in the inigation district. It 
is contrary to a prior judicial determination. It is inconsi tent with some of the 
structural facilities and exceeds similar SWC members with no defined reason. 
Any conclusions based on full headgate delivery should utilize 5/8 inch.2 

R. Vol. 37 at 7099-7100 (emphasis in original). 

10. According to the Hearing Officer, "it is time for the Department to move to 
fu11her analy is to meet the goal of the minimum fulJ supply but with the benefit of the extended 
information and analysis offered by the parties and available to its own taff." R. Vol. 37 at 
7098. In the 2008 Final Order, the Director recognized the Hearing Officer's recommendations 
and stated the Director's intention of adjusting his future analysis for determining material injury 
to RISD and reasonable carryover. R. Vol. 39 at 7386. 

11. The methodology for determining material injury to RISD and reasonable 
carryover hould be based on updated data, the be t available science, analytical method , and 
the Director's professional judgment as manager of the state's water re ources. In the future, 
climate may vary and conditions may change; therefore, the methodology may need to be 
adjusted to take into account a different baseline year or baseline years. 

B. Brief Overview of the Methodology for Determining Material Injury to the 
SWC's Reasonable In-Season Demand and Reasonable Carryover 

12. In-season demand shortfalls wilJ be computed by taking the difference between 
the RISD and forecast supply ("FS"). Initially RISD will be equal to the historic demands 
associated with a baseline year or years ("BLY") a elected by the Director, but will be 
corrected during the season to account for variation in climate and water supply between the 
BLY and actual conditions. By electing a BLY to e tablish RISD prior to the irrigation ea on, 
the Director declines to adopt the water balance method of estimating pre-irrigation sea on RISD 

2 This recommendation was accepted by former Director Tuthill in his Final Order. R. Vol. 39 at 7392. In his July 
24, 2009 Order on Judicial Review, Judge Melanson found that the Director exceeded hi authority in making this 
determination. Order 011 Judicial Review at 3 1. The court ba ed its decision on tJ1e filing of the Director's Report 
in the Snake River Bas in Adjudication, which "recommend[ed] ¾ of an inch per acre." Id. at 31. In it Opening 
Brief on Rehearing, IGWA a ked the court to "clarify that the Director has the authority to determine that in times of 
shortage Twin Falls Canal Company may not be entitled to it full decreed (or recommended amount)[.]" This issue 
has been stayed and held in abeyance until after the Director i ues his final order regarding his methodology for 
determining material injury to RISO and reasonable carryover. Order Staying Decision on Petition for Rehearing 
Pending Issuance of Revised Final Order at 3. 
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proposed by the parties (based on historic crop water need adjusted for estimated project 
efficiencies and other facts). The reasoning for using a BLY instead of a water balance method 
is explained later in the findings of fact. 

13. In-season demand shortfall is computed using the following equation: 

• In-Season Demand Shortfall = RISD - FS 

14. Reasonable carryover shortfall will be computed by taking the difference between 
reasonable carryover and actual carryover, where reasonable carryover is defined as the 
difference between a baseline year demand and projected typical dry year supply. 

• Reasonable Carryover Shortfall = Actual Carryover - Reasonable Carryover 

15. The concepts underlying the selection of the BLY, determination of in-season 
demand shortfall , and reasonable carryover shortfall will be discussed in detail below. 

C. Reasonable In-Season Demand 

i. Considerations for the Selection of a Baseline Year 

16. ABLY is a year or average of years that represents demands and supplies that can 
be used as a benchmark to predict need in the current year of irrigation at the start of the 
irrigation season. The purpose in predicting need is to project an upper limit of material injury at 
the start of the season. 

17. A BLY is selected by analyzing three factors: (1) climate; (2) available water 
supply; and (3) irrigation practices. R. Vol. 37 at 7098. To capture current irrigation practices, 
identification of a BLY is limited to years subsequent to 1999. Id. at 7096. 

18. The historic diversion volumes from the BLY, along with the predicted supply 
forecast at the start of the irrigation season, are used to predict the initial in-season demand 
shortfall , where demand shortfall is the difference between the BLY demand ("BD") and the FS. 
Demand shortfall increases in magnitude as the difference between BD and FS increases. 
Demand shortfall increases with increases in BD, decreases in FS, or both. Assuming constant 
irrigation practices, crop distributions, and total irrigated acres, demand for irrigation water 
typically increases in years of higher temperature, higher evapotranspiration ("ET"), and lower 
precipitation. If water demand data is averaged for several years and these averages are used to 
predict demand shortfall at the start of the season, in a high water demand year, these averages 
may often underpredict the demand shortfall. In a high water demand year, underprediction of 
demand shortfall might be acceptable if the junior priority ground water right holders and the 
senior priority surface water right holders shared equally in the risk of water shortages. Equality 
in sharing the risk will not adequately protect the senior priority smiace water right holder from 
injury. The incurrence of actual demand shortfalls by a senior surface water right holder 
resulting from pre-irrigation season predictions based on average data unreasonably shifts the 
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risk of shortage to the senior urface water right holder. Therefore, a BLY should repre ent a 
year(s) of above average diversions, and should avoid years of below average diversions. An 
above average diversion year(s) selected as the BLY should also represent a year(s) of above 
average temperatures and ET, and below average precipitation to ensure that increased 
diversion were a function of crop water need and not other factor . In addition, actual upply 
(Heise natural flow and storage) hould be analyzed to assure that the BLY is not a year of 
limited supply. 

a. Climate 

19. For the method outlined herein, climate is represented by precipitation, ET, and 
growing degree days. 

20. Precipitation. Water, in all phases, introduced to Idaho from the atmosphere is 
termed precipitation. During the growing season, precipitation has a ubstantial influence on 
crop water need both as a source of water to growing crops and as an influencing factor on ET. 
Ex. 3024 at 19. The figure below shows the precipitation recorded during the growing sea on at 
the National Weather Service' Twin Falls weather tation. Id. at 12. 
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3 Chart creaLed from raw NOAA Nati onal Weather ervice total precipita tion data obtained from the 
NCDC's Climatological Data Annual Summary Idaho report eries for the Twin Fa ll s 6 E weather tali on 
(formerly T win Fall s WBASO and Twin Fall s WSO). 
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21. Evapotranspiration. ET is a combined variable that describes the amount of water 
that evaporates from the ground from i1Tigation and transpires from vegetation. ET is an 
important factor for properly e timating RISD. In its water budget calculations, the SWC 
proposed the u e of ET value from the USBR a part of their Pacific Northwest Cooperative 
Agricultural Network, i.e. AgriMet. Ex. 8000, Vol. II, Chap. 9; Ex . 8000, Vol. IV, Appdx . AU. 
The GWU proposed the use of ET values from Richard G. Allen and Clarence W. Robison 2007, 
Evapotranspiration and Consumptive Irrigation Water Requirements for Idaho, i.e. ETidaho. Ex. 
3007 A at 21; Ex. 3024 at 1-58. 

22. The use of reference ET calculated using ETidaho for the Twin Falls (Kimberly) 
AgriMet ite as an indicator of overall crop water need for a season i appropriate for purposes of 
compari on of h.isto1ical average water need between seasons. Similar use of ETidaho crop 
irrigation requirement data for AgriMet stations were employed in some of the expert report 
submitted during hearing. See Ex. 3007 at 21. The ETidaho method includes the contribution of 
effective precipitation in the reference ET calculation, and is a strong measure of the actual 
reference ET as opposed to the traditional potential ET, or the amount of ET the reference crop 
would use if water were not a limiting factor. ETidaho is used here for the specific ta k of 
selecting appropriate BLY candidates. Total April through October reference ET for the period 
of record from the Twin Fall (Kimberly) AgriMet site is shown below. Since 2000, the years of 
2000, 2001, 2003, 2006 and 2007 were years of above average ET. 
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23. Growing Degree Days. Growing degree days define the length and type of 
growing season. Growing degree days are an arithmetic accumulation of daily mean temperature 
above a certain base temperature. Ex. 3024 at 10; 117-21. These growth unit are a simple 
method of relating plant growth and development to air temperatures. Different plant species 
have different base temperatures below which they do not grow. At temperature above this 
base, the amount of plant growth is approximately proportional to the amount of heat or 
temperature accumulated. A higher annual growing degree day value correlates to a higher 
potential rate of plant growth. The table below shows growing degree days accumulated for 
April through September for the Twin Fall (Kimberly) AgriMet site. Above average years since 
2000 include: 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2006, and 2007. 

Year 

1991 

1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 

GDD: 
April-Sept 

2,095.4 
2,610.7 
2,004.7 
2,516.8 
2,257.8 
2,418.6 
2,478.4 
2,422.2 
2,294.9 

% of 
Average 

86% 
107% 
83% 
104% 
93% 
100% 
102% 
100% 
94% 

Year 

2000 

2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 

Average GDD: 

GOD: 
April-Sept 

2,591.3 
2,600.8 
2,465.6 
2,585.4 
2,428.9 
2,320.1 
2,601.9 
2,657.7 
2,382.9 

2,429.7 

% of 
Average 

107% 
107% 
101% 
106% 
100% 
95% 
107% 
109% 
98% 

Growing Degree Days ("GDD") for Twin Falls (Kimberly) AgriMet Site 1991-2008, Ex. 3024 at 
10. 

b. Available Water Supply 

24. The joint forecast ("Joint Foreca t") issued by the United State Bureau of 
Reclamation ("USBR") and the United State Army Corp of Engineers ("USACE") for the 
period April 1 through July 31 " is generally a accurate a forecast as is possible using current 
data gathering and forecasting technique ." R. Vol. 8 at 1379, <J[ 98. The predictions made in 
this forecast are a good indicator of the total available irrigation water upply for a season. R. 
Vol. 37 at 7071. The April through July Joint Forecast volume represent the volume of water 
available for diversion into storage re ervoir and also serves as an indicator of natural flow 
uppJies. Id. at 7066. The graph below hows actual unregulated flow volume at Heise for 

1990 through 2008. Recognizing that diver ion for each individual member of the SWC are 
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different, ince the 2000 irrigation season, 2006 and 2008 are the only years in which water 
supply was not severely limited.4 The current thirty-year average (3,563,000 acre-feet) is 
indicated by the dashed line. 
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April through July Unregulated Flow Volume at Rei e, 1990-2008. Ex. 8000, Vol. II at 6-37:6-
38; R. Vol. 37 at 7018-28 (includes 2008 Joint Forecast projection for Heise). 

c. Irrigation Practices 

25. A BLY must be recent enough to represent current irrigation practices. R. Vol. 37 
at 7099-7100. Conditions that hould be consistent are the net area of the irrigated crop farm 
application methods (flood/furrow or sprinkler irrigation), and the conveyance system from the 
river to the farm. The type of sprinkler system should be similar between the BLY and the 
current year, whether side roll systems, hand line , or center pivot. 

26. Sprinkler systems are currently the predominant application system. Id. at 7101-
02. In order to en ure that current in-igation practice are captured, election of a BLY for the 
SWC hould be limited to year ubsequent to 1999. Id. at 7096; 7099-7100. 

4 Former DirecLOr Dreher fou nd in the May 2005 Order that " ince the year 2000 the Upper Snake River Basin has 
experi enced the worst consecutive peri od of drought year on record." R. Vol. 8 al 1375, <j[ 78. The drought during 
thi s time period wa determined by former Director Dreher to have a "probability o f recurrence of something in 
exce s of500 year . .. .' Tr. p. 327 , In . 20-21. 
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27. Estimates of irrigated acres from the hearing show a trend of decreasing irrigated 
acreage. R. Vol. 28, 5205-15; R. Vol. 37 at 7100. According to the Hearing Officer, beneficial 
use cannot occur on acres that have been hardened or are otherwise not irrigated. R. Vol. 37 at 
7100. 

ii. Selection of the Initial Baseline Year 

28. If BLY selection is limited to a single year, 2006 is the best fit in the recent past. 
However, from the standpoint of annual diversion for individual entities, 2006 was a year of 
below average diversions for Milner, Minidoka Irrigation District ("MID"), and TFCC, at 82%, 
98%, and 96%, respectively (see Finding of Fact 30). The selection of a single BLY for all 
entities is challenging, with aU years representing average or near average diversions for ome 
entities, but not others. By selecting a BLY that i comprised of the average of multiple years, a 
BLY can be elected that better represents the required conditions for each and aU entities. 

29. The Director find that using the values of 2006 and 2008 (06/08) to arrive at an 
average BLY fits the selection criteria for all members of the SWC.5 The 06/08 average has 
below average precipitation, near average ET, above average growing degree days , and 
represent year in which diversions were not limited by availability of water supply. When 
compared to the average of the annual diversions from 1990-2008, the 06/08 diversions were 
above average. When compared to the average of the annual diversions from 2000-2008, the 
06/09 diversion were average. 

30. When compared to the average ea on long diversion volume from 2000-2008, 
the 06/08 average season long diversion volume are greater for each entity, with the exception 
of Milner, keeping in mind that the 2000-2008 averages include con ecutive drought years from 
2000-2005. 

2000-2008 Avg. Diversions '06/'08 Avg. Total Diversions '06/'08 % of Avg. 

A&B 57,615 58,492 102% 

AFRD2 409,865 415,730 101% 

BID 245,295 250,977 102% 

Milner 50,786 46,332 91% 

Minidoka 358,018 362,884 101% 

NSCC 955,439 965,536 101% 

TFCC 1,031,987 1,045,382 101% 

100% 

SWC Diver ions for 2006/2008; and 2000 through 2008 Average. Ex. 8000, Vol. IV, Appdx. 
AS-1-8. 

5 In 2006 TFCC deli vered ¾ of a miner s inch. Tr. p. 1601 Ins. 1-15. 
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31. Daily natural flow supply for Water District 01 in 2006 and 2008 are depicted 
below. When averaged together, the 2006 and 2008 nan1ral flow is near the long term average 
(1990-2008). The long term average i bown as the blue dashed line. 
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D. Calculation of Reasonable In-Season Demand 

32. RISD is the projected annual diversion volume for each SWC entity during the 
year of evaluation that is attributable to the beneficial use of growing crops within the service 
area of the entity. Given that climate and y tern operations for the year being evaluated wiJJ 
likely be different from the BLY, the BLY must be adjusted for those difference . As stated by 
the Hearing Officer, "The concept of a baseline is that it is adjustable as weather conditions or 
practices change, and that those adjustments will occur in an orderly, understood protocol." R. 
Vol. 37 at 7098. 

i. Assessment of Water Balance Studies Presented at Hearing 

33. The parties propo ed a method of computing water need ba ed on ET, referred to 
a a water balance method, to determine the quantity of water needed by member of the SWC. 
The partie computed a diversion requirement for crops grown within each SWC entity with the 
following equation: 
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(1) 

Where: 
Q = irrigation entity diver ion requirement, 
ETc = con umptive use of each crop, 
Fe= fraction of area of each crop in irrigation entity, 
Ea= field application efficiency, 
We = estimated effective rainfall during growing season, 
A10 = irrigated area in irrigation entity, and 
Sioss = eepage loss from canal . 

34. The variables described above were common to both the SWC and GWU water 
balance analyses, with the following exceptions. The GWU did not account for effective 
precipitation (We), Ex. 3007 at 17-19. Analysis by the GWU included a reduction in the 
di version requirement for supplemental ground water used within SWC service areas. Id. at 17. 
Both of these exceptions will be considered for purposes of determining RISD sh01tfall .6 

35 . Another component not shown or con idered by the parti.es is the operation loss, 
or project return flows. SWC experts recognized the lack of data necessary to estimate thi 
factor: "Operational losses and returns within the delivery system were not included in the 
irrigation diversion estimate since no consistent measured operational waste records are 
available." Ex. 8000, Vol. II at 9-7. 

36. The areal extent of the SWC i large. Obtaining field mea urernent of canal 
seepage losses on the vast network of canals and laterals is not pre ently feasible given the time 
and resource necessary to complete such a task. The same would be true for determining the 
true value of farm or field application efficiency. Measuring farm runoff and deep percolation 
losses out of the crop root zone at a field level cale is also not practical given the time and 
resource necessary to complete uch a task. Lacking measured data for canal seepage lo es, 
farm runoff, and deep percolation, these parameter must be estimated using a water balance 
method. 

37. An example of the range of possible values for seepage loss is shown by 
comparison of the SWC and GWU expert reports. In the SWC's Exhibit 8201, Pocatello's 

6 As staled by fo rmer Direclor Dreher, " In making a determination of how much water i needed , I thought it was 
important to look at all three of those sources [surface water, torage water and upplementa l ground water]. " Tr. p. 
25, In . 25 · p. 26 Ins. 1-2. All acres idenLified as receiving upplemental ground water within the boundarie of a 
single SWC entity will initially be evaluated by assigning an entity wide split of the ground water fraction to the 
surface water fraction as utilized in the development of the ESPA Model. See Ex . 8000, Vol. II, Bibliography at II, 
referencing Final ESPA Model, IWRRI Technical Report 06-002 & Design Document DDW-017. For each entity 
the ground waler fraction to the surface water fraction is as follows: A&B 95 :5 ; AFRD2 30:70; BID 30:70; Milner 
50:50· Minidoka 30:70· NSCC 30:70; & TFCC 30:70. If these rati os change with a ub equent version of the ESPA 
Model the Depanment will use the values ass igned by the current version o f the ESPA Model. 
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expert analysis of average annual canal seepage loss is presented as 338,984 acre-feet for NSCC. 
In the same exhibit, the SWC's expert analysis of average annual seepage loss for NSCC is 
reported as 586,136 acre-feet. 

38. In a 1979 study published by the Idaho Water Resource Research Institute, R.G. 
Allen and C.E. Brockway determined that conveyance losses for the 1977 diversion volume of 
794,930 acre-feet for NSCC was 286,012 acre-feet for 755 miles of canals. Ex. 3060 at 193. 
Brockway and B.A. Claiborne estimated conveyance losses to be 326,418 acre-feet for the same 
NSCC system, based on the 1974 diversion volume of 1,117,240 acre-feet. Ex. 3059 at 26. 

39. The above seepage loss estimates were all calculated using the Worstell 
procedure, Ex. 3037 at 38, but range in magnitude by a factor of 1.8 for the two estimates with 
the highest, but similar, average diversion volumes. Clearly, the magnitudes of the conveyance 
losses are very sensitive to input parameters selected for use in that procedure. 

40. The Director must exercise his best professional judgment in quantifying inputs to 
the water balance study. Differences in judgment affect the numerical results. As stated by the 
Hearing Officer: 

The irony in this case is that surface water and ground water expert testimony 
used much of the same information and in some respects the same approaches and 
came up with a difference of 869,000 acre-feet for an average diversion budget 
analysis of SWC districts for the period from 1990 through 2006. Sullivan 
Rebuttal Report, November 7, 2007, page 17. The total under the SWC analysis 
is 3,274,948 acre-feet as compared to the Pocatello analysis of ... 2,405,861 
[acre-feet]. The Director's minimum full supply amount of 3,105,000 falls 
between the two, though much closer to the SWC analysis. 

R. Vol. 37 at 7096. 

41. The Hearing Officer also found that the average annual surface irrigation 
requirements based on 1990 through 2006 for the North Side Canal Company ("NSCC") as 
calculated by experts for the SWC and GWU differed by 473,217 acre-feet. R. Vol. 37 at 7097. 
Annual average requirements based on the 1990 through 2006 period for TFCC vary by 310,000 
acre-feet. Id. These discrepancies do not reflect errors in formulations or calculations, but do 
demonstrate the range of values in the total irrigation demand that are possible if contributing 
components to that total demand are calculated using different methods, or with different 
estimates of unknown parameters. 

42. Because of the above reasons, the Director declines to adopt the water balance 
method of determining the quantity of water needed by SWC members. Instead, the Director 
selects the BLY method of establishing an adequate supply to compare to the predicted water 
supply to determine any demand shortfall. 
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ii. Project Efficiency 

43. Given that the water balance method for estimating annual diversion requirements 
is subject to varying results based on the range of parameters used as input, an alternate approach 
is to assume that unknown parameters are practically constant from year-to-year across the entire 
project. Project efficiency ("Ep") is a term used to describe the ratio of total volumetric crop 
water need within a project's boundary and the total volume of water diverted by that project to 
meet crop needs. It is the same concept as system efficiency, which was presented at hearing. 
Ex. 3007 at 28-29. Implicit in this relationship are the components of seepage loss (conveyance 
Joss), on-farm application losses (deep percolation, field runoff), and system operational losses 
(return flows). By utilizing project efficiency and its input parameters of crop water need and 
total diversions, the influence of the unknown components can be captured and described 
without quantifying each of the components. 

44. Project efficiency is calculated as set forth in Equation 2, below: 

(2) 

Where: 
Ep = project efficiency, 
CWN = crop water need, and 
Q0 = irrigation entity diversion of water specifically put to beneficial use 
for the growing of crops within the irrigation entity. 

45. Monthly irrigation entity diversions ("Qo") will be obtained from Water District 
0 1 's diversion records. Ex. 8000, Vol. II, at 8-4, 8-5. Raw monthly diversion values will then be 
adj usted to remove any water diversions that can be identified to not directly support the 
beneficial use of crop development within the irrigation entity. Examples of adj ustments include 
the removal of diversions associated with in-season recharge and diversion of irrigation water on 
the behalf of another irrigation entity. Adjustments, as they become known to the Department, 
will be applied during the mid-season updates and in the reasonable carryover shortfall 
calculation. Examples of adjustments that can only be accounted for later in the season include 
SWC deliveries fo r flow augmentation, SWC water placed in the rental pool, and SWC private 
leases. Adjustments are unique to each irrigation season and wilJ be evaluated each year. Any 
natural flow or storage water deliveries to entities other than the SWC for purposes unrelated to 
the original right will be adjusted so that the water is not included as a part of the SWC water 
supply or carryover volume. Water that is purchased or leased by a SWC member may become 
part of IGWA's shortfall obligation; to the extent that member has been found to have been 
materially injured. See e.g. R. Vol. 38 at 7201, fn. 11 (Eighth Supplemental Order). Conversely, 
adjustments wi ll be made to assure that water supplied to private leases or to the rental pool wi ll 
not increase the shortfall obligation. 
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46. Monthly project efficiencies will be computed for the entire irrigation season. 
Project efficiency varies from month-to-month during the season, and will typically be lower 
during the beginning and ending of the season. Monthly project efficiencies will be divided into 
actual monthly crop water need ("CWN") values to determine RISD during the year of 
evaluation. The tables below present average project efficiencies for each SWC member (2001-
2008) , with project efficiencies during that time span greater or less than two standard deviations 
excluded from the calculation. By including only those values wHhin two standard deviations, 
extreme values from the data set are removed. 

Monthly 
Month A&B AFRD2 BID Milner Minidoka NSCC TFCC Avg. 

4 1.08 0.24 0.27 1.36 0.17 0.13 0.22 0.50 

5 0.42 0.28 0.31 0.59 0 .27 0.28 0.32 0.35 

6 0.64 0.40 0.48 0.62 0.50 0.44 0.51 0.51 

7 0.79 0.44 0.56 0.66 0.64 0.48 0.55 0.59 

8 0.68 0.38 0.42 0.56 0.48 0.39 0.41 0.47 

9 0.51 0.26 0 .32 0.49 0.35 0.29 0.24 0.35 

10 0.16 0.41 0.11 0.34 0 .11 0.22 0.11 0.21 
Season 

Avg. 0.61 0.34 0.35 0.66 0.36 0.32 0.34 0.43 

SWC Member Average Monthly Project Efficiencies from 2001-2008. 

iii. Crop Water Need 

4 7. CWN is the project wide volume of irrigation water required for crop growth, 
such that crop development is not limited by water availability, for all crops supplied with 
smiace water by the surface water provider. Crop water need is the difference between the fully 
realizable consumptive use associated with crop development, or ET, and effective precipitation 
(We) and is synonymous with the terms irrigation water requirement and precipitation deficit. 
Ex. 3024. For the purposes of the methodology, CWN is calculated as set forth in Equation 3, 
below: 

(3) 
II 

CWN = I(ET; -we)A; 
Where, i= I 

CWN = crop water need 
ETi = consumptive use of specific crop type, 
We = estimated effective rainfall, 
Ai = total irrigated area of specific crop type, 
i = index variable representing the different specific crop types grown 
within the irrigation entity, and 
n = upper bound of summation equal to the total number of different 
specific crop types grown within the irrigation entity. 
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iv. Evapotranspiration 

48. Evapotranspiration ("ET") has been estimated by experts for the parties using 
theoretically based equation that calculate ET for an individual crop, thus necessitating crop 
distribution maps for each year. Ex. 3007A at 21, Figure 3, Table 6-12; Ex. 3024 at 1-58· Ex. 
8000, Vol. II at Chapter 9; Ex. 8000, Vol. IV, Appdx. AU. 

49. At hearing, values of ET were estimated by the SWC from AgriMet, Ex. 8000, 
Vol. IV, Appdx. AU-1, and by the GWU fromETldaho, Ex. 3007A at 21; Ex. 3024 at 1-58. At 
this time, the Director finds that the use of AgriMet is more appropriate for determining ET than 
ETldaho. At this time, AgriMet, is available to all parties in real-time without the need for 
advanced programming. Accordingly, the methodology will rely on AgriMet derived ET values 
in the calculations of project efficiency, crop water need, and RISD. In the future, with the 
development of additional enhancements, ETldaho may become a more appropriate analytical 
tool for determining ET. 

50. The utilization of AgriMet derived crop specific ET values necessitate crop 
distribution profiles similar to those described and presented at hearing. R. Vol. 2 at 420-26; Ex. 
3007 at 21 & Table 4; and Ex. 3026. The methodology will utilize crop distributions ba ed on 
distributions from the United States Department of Agriculture's National Agricultural Statistics 
Service ("NASS"). Ex. 1005 at 1.7 NASS report annual acres of planted and harvested crops 
by county. NASS also categorizes harvested crops by irrigation practice, i.e. iITigated, non 
irrigated, non irrigated following ummer fallow, etc. Crop distribution acreage will be obtained 
from NASS by averaging the "harvested" area for "irrigated" crop from 1990-2008. Years in 
which harvested values were not reported will not be included in the average. In the future, the 
NASS data may not be the mo t accurate source of data. The Department prefers to rely on data 
from the current season if and when it becomes u able. 

51. AgriMet crop water use (i .e. ET) and weather data are available from the Rupert 
and Twin Fall (Kimberly) tations for use with the closest SWC entity. Using AgriMet data 
from Rupert for A&B, Burley Irrigation District ("BID"), and MID provides a reasonable 
representation of the climate concLitions for those entities and are consistent with common 
standards of practice. Using AgriMet data from Twin Falls (Kimberly) for Amelican Fall 
Reservoir District No. 2 (' AFRD2"), Milner, NSCC, and TFCC provide a reasonable 
representation of the climate conditions for tho e entities and is con i tent with common 
standards of practice. Ex. 8000, Vol. IV at AU-2, AU-8. 

7 The ESPA Modeling Commiuee u e NASS data in the ESPA Model to di stribute crop Lypes within the model. 
See Ex. 8000, Vol. 2, Bibliography al II , referencing Final ESPA Model, IWRRI Technical Report 06-002 . 
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v. Effective Precipitation 

52. Effective precipitation ("We'') is the amount of total precipitation held in the soil 
horizon available for crop root uptake. Effective precipitation will be estimated from total 
precipitation (W) utilizing the methodology presented in the USDA Technical Bulletin 1275. 
Ex. 8000, Vol. IV, Appdx. AU3, AUS. Total precipitation (W) is provided by the USBR as part 
of its Pacific Northwest Cooperative Agricultural Network, i.e. AgriMet. Ex. 8000, Vol. IV, 
Appdx. AU3. We values derived from AgriMet based precipitation values are independent of 
crop type. 

53. AgriMet precipitation (W) values are easy to understand and regularly used by the 
farming, water supply, and water management communities. Accordingly, the methodology will 
rely on AgriMet derived W values in the calculations of crop water need and RISO. 

54. As with ET data, AgriMet precipitation data are available from the Rupert and 
Twin Falls (Kimberly) stations for use with the closest SWC entity. Using AgriMet data from 
Rupert for A&B, BID, and MID provides a reasonable representation of the climate conditions 
for those entities and are consistent with common standards of practice. Using AgriMet data 
from Twin Falls (Kimberly) for AFRD2, Milner, NSCC, and TFCC provides a reasonable 
representation of the climate conditions for those entities and is consistent with common 
standards of practice. Ex. 8000, Vol. IV at AU-2, AU-8. 

vi. Summary of Reasonable In-Season Demand Calculation 

55. At the start of the iITigation season, RISO is equal to the baseline demand, or total 
season adjusted diversions for the baseline year(s). When calculated in-season, RISO is 
calculated by Equation 4, below. 

(4) RISD111;1e<1011ex_x = t ( C;N j J+ .±BDj 
1= 1 /J. J 1=111+1 

Where: 
RISDmiiestone_x = reasonable in season demand at specified evaluation 
milestones during the irrigation season, 
CWN = crop water need for month j, 
Ep = baseline project efficiency for month j, 
BD = baseline demand for month j , 
j = index variable, and 
m = upper bound of summation, equal to the month calculation occurs, where 
April= 1, May =2, ... October= 7 . 

56. Water is sometimes di ve1ted into canals and onto crops fields in support of crop 
development for reasons other than strictly meeting the consumptive requirement of the crop; 
such as canal wetting, salt leaching, soil wetting, and soil temperature control. April and 
October represent months during the irrigation season when the method of calculating RISO 
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strictly as a function of CWN and Ep is less reliable, because CWN i often not the driving factor 
in diversions during these bookend months. To account for uncertainty of RISO calculation 
during tho e time periods, April and October RISO adjustments have been developed. 

57. April RISO Adjustment: In April, calculated RISO, a a function of CWN and Ep, 
can grossly under estimate actual diversion needs. Therefore, for each individual surface water 
provider, if the calculation of CWN/Ep for the month of April is les than the April average 
diversion volume over a record of representative years in the recent past, then RISO will be 
equal to the April average diversion volume. If the calculation of CWN/Ep is greater than the 
April average, then RISO will equal the calculated CWN/Ep volume. 

58. October RISO Adjustment: In October, calculated RISO, as a function of CWN 
and Ep, can either grossly under or over estimate actual diversion needs. For each individual 
surface water provider, if the calculation of CWN/Ep for the month of October is greater than the 
October maximum diversion volume, or less than the October minimum diversion volume,8 over 
a record of representative year in the recent pa t, then RISO will be equal to the October 
average diver ion volume, over the same period of representative years. If the calculation of 
CWN/Ep i le s than the October maximum diver ion volume, or greater than the October 
minimum diversion volume, then RISO will equal the calculated CWN/Ep volume. 

E. Adjustment of Forecast Supply 

59. As stated by the Hearing Officer, "There must be adjustments as condition 
develop if any baseline supply concept is to be u ed. ' R. Vol. 37 at 7093. 

i. April 1 

60. Typically within the first week of April , the USBR and the USACE issue their 
Joint Forecast that predicts an unregulated inflow volume at the Heise Gage from April l to July 
31 for the forthcoming year. Given current forecasting technique , the earliest the Director can 
predict material injury to RISO "with reasonable certainty" is soon after the Joint Forecast i 
issued. R. Vol. 2 at 226. With data from 1990 through the water year previous to the current 
year, a regre sion equation will be developed for each SWC member by comparing the actual 
Heise natural flow to the natural flow diverted. See e.g. R. Vol. 8 at 1416-22. The regression 
equation will be used to predict the natural flow diverted for the upcoming irrigation sea on. Id. 
at 1380. The actual natural flow volume that will be u ed in the Director's Forecast Supply will 
be one tandard error below the regression line, which underestimate the available upply. Id.; 
Tr. p. 65, In . 6-25; p. 66, ln . 1-2. 

8 Minimum OclOber diver ion value wi ll not be con idered fo r years in which a SWC entity had zero carryover 
storage, a the Department will con ider thi an indication that October diversion were potentially limited by 
ava ilable water upply. 
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61. The storage allocation for each member of the SWC will be estimated by the 
Department following the Joint Forecast. The Department will forecast reservoir fill and storage 
allocation consistent with the methods established in the Fifth Supplemental Order Amending 
Replacement Water Requirements Final 2006 & Estimated 2007. R. Vol. 23 at 4294-97 as 
explained below. The Department will evaluate the current reservoir conditions and the current 
water supply outlook to determine historical analogous year or years to predict reservoir fill. The 
Department may identify and use a combination of different analogous years to simulate for 
individual reservoir fill. The analogous year's or years' reservoir fill volume, an estimated 
evaporation volume, and the previous year's carryover volume will be input into the 
Department's accounting program as storage. The accounting program will be used to determine 
the individual storage water allocation for each SWC member. The Forecast Supply (the 
combination of the forecast of natural flow supply and the storage allocation) for each of SWC 
member will be determined by the Director shortly after the date of the Joint Forecast. 

62. If, at any time prior to the Director' s final determination of the April Forecast 
Supply, the Director can determine with certainty that any member of the SWC has diverted 
more natural flow than predicted, or has accrued more storage than predicted, the Director will 
revise his initial, projected shortfall determination. 

ii. Early to Mid-July 

63. If necessary, in early to mid-July, the Forecast Supply will be adjusted. The 
reservoirs will typica!Jy have filled to their peak capacity for the season and the storage water 
will have been allocated. The Department's water rights accounting model will be used to 
compute the natural flow diverted by each member of the SWC as of the new forecast date. The 
natural flow di version for the remainder of the irrigation season will be estimated based on a 
historical year with similar gains in the Blackfoot to Milner reach. Reach gains for the years 
2000- 2003 and a portion of year 2004 are graphed below. Using 2004 as an example of a 
current year, and comparing 2004 to the hydrographs for 2000- 2003, year 2003 has similar 
reach gains and is appropriately conservative. Therefore, the natural flow diverted in 2003 
would be used to predict the natural flow diversions for the remainder of the 2004 season. The 
adjusted Forecast Supply is the sum of the actual natural flow diversions, the predicted natural 
flow diversions, and the storage allocation. 
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Example Reach Gain Analysis for 2004. 

iii. Time of Need 

64. The July procedure will be repeated hortly before the Time of Need9 with the 
updated water rights accounting data. 

F. Calculation of Demand Shortfall 

65. Equation 5, below, i used to determine the amount of predicted demand hortfall 
during the frrigation season. 

(5) DS = RJSD -FS 

Where: 
DS = demand sho1tfall for pecified evaluation points throughout the 
season, 
RISD = Reasonable in-season demand from Equation 4, and 
FS = foreca ted supply for remainder of sea on after specified evaluation 
point during the season . 

9 The calendar day determined to be the Time of Need is estab lished by predicting the day in which the remai ning 
storage allocation will be equal to rea onable can-yover or the difference between the 06/08 average demand and the 
02/04 upply. The Time of Need will not be earlier than the Day of Allocation. 
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66. The amount calculated represents the volume that junior ground water users will 
be required to have available for delivery to members of the SWC fo und to be materially injured 
by the Director. The amounts will be calculated in April, and, if necessary, at the middle of the 
season and at the time of need. 

Ill. Methodology for Determining Material Injury To Reasonable Carryover 

67. CM Rule 42.01.g provides the following guidance for determining reasonable 
carryover: "In determining a reasonable amount of carry-over storage water, the Director shall 
consider average annual rate of fill of storage reservoirs and the average annual carry-over for 
prior comparable water conditions and the projected water supply for the system." 

A. Projected Water Supply 

68. CM Rule 42.0 l .g provides that the Director "shall consider ... the projected 
water supply for the system." Carryover shortfall will be determined following the completion 
of the irrigation season. Because it is not possible to adequately forecast the inigation demand 
for the following irrigation season at the end of the current irrigation season, the Director must 
make a projection of need. R. Vol. 37 at 7109 ("Anticipating the next season of need is closer to 
faith than science."). The average of 2006/2008 BLY will be the projected demand. 

69. Similar to projecting demand, the Director must also project supply. The Heise 
natural flow, for the years 2002 and 2004, were well below the long term average (1971-2000) 
but were not the lowest years on record. Ex 8000, Vol. II at 6-37:6-28; R. Vol. 8 at 1379-80. 
The average of the 2002 and 2004 supply will be the projected supply, representing a typical dry 
year. The 2002 and 2004 supply is computed as follows: 

• 2002 supply = natural flow diverted+ new fill 
• 2004 supply= natural flow diverted+ new fill 
• Projected supply = average of 2002 supply and 2004 supply 

Carryover from the previous years is not included in the 2002 and 2004 supply calculation 
because it was not new water supplied during the 2002 or 2004 irrigation year. 

70. Reasonable carryover is defined as the difference between a baseline year demand 
and projected typical dry year supply. Reasonable carryover is computed using the following 
equation: 

Reasonable carryover= 2006/2008 average - 2002/2004 average 
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Reasonable carryover values for the SWC member are as follows: 

Reasonable Carryover 

2006/2008 BLY 
(Acre-Feet) 

A&B 17,000 

AFRD2 56,000 

BID 0 

Milner 4,800 

Minidoka 0 

NSCC 57,200 

TFCC 29,700 

Reasonable Carryover by Entity (2002/2004 Supply; 2006/2008 BLY). 

B. Average Annual Rate of Fill 

71. CM Rule 42.0 l .g tates that the Director "shall consider the average annual rate 
of fill of torage reservoirs . ... " The average annual reservoir fill serve as a means to evaluate 
reasonable carryover, calculated a the difference between the projected demand and the 
projected supply. For purposes of the table below, any water contributed to the rental pool from 
the previou year was added to the next year' s fill volume so that it does not artificially lower the 
percent fill. R. Vol. 37 at 7108. Water that i supplied to the rental pool lowers carryover and 
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could impact the following year's fill. The percent fill does not include water deducted for 
re ervoir evaporation. The annual percent fill of storage volume by SWC entity i hown below: 

A&B AFRD2 BID Milner Minidoka NSCC TFCC 

1995 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1996 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1997 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1998 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

1999 100% 100% 100% 96% 100% 98% 99% 

2000 100% 99% 99% 98% 100% 97% 97% 

2001 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 91% 87% 

2002 41% 100% 100% 90% 92% 84% 88% 

2003 43% 100% 99% 66% 92% 94% 99% 

2004 34% 82% 98% 48% 95% 82% 63% 

2005 58% 100% 100% 77% 98% 100% 100% 

2006 98% 100% 99% 98% 100% 99% 99% 

2007 89% 100% 83% 92% 77% 95% 97% 

2008 100% 100% 85% 100% 80% 99% 100% 

Average 83% 99% 97% 90% 95% 96% 95% 

Std Dev 26% 5% 6% 16% 8% 6% 10% 

Annual Percent Fill of Storage Volume by Entity (1995-2008).10 

C. Average Annual Carryover 

72. CM Rule 42.01.g state that the Director "shall consider the ... average annual 
carry-over for prior comparable water conditions .... " This factor will be taken into 
con ideration when determining rea onable carryover. Acnrnl carryover volumes were adjusted 
from values repo1ted in the storage report o that they did not include water received for 
mitigation purposes or water rental by the canal company for use within the irrigation district. 

10 See e.g. Ex. 4125 . Exhibit 4125 account for water deducted for evaporation, but does not take into account 
water supplied to the rental pool. 
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R. VoJ. 37 at 7108. Actual carryover from 1995 through 2008 was orted into categorie rangi ng 
from very dry to wet. The categorie are ba ed on the Heise natural flow volume from April 
through September. 

Heise 
April - Sept Natural 

Flow Year A&B AFRD2 BID Milner MID NSCC TFCC 

Very Dry 2001 9,902 4,217 37,430 26,854 55,132 42,421 26,917 

<3000 KAF 2007 62,739 7,962 34,639 36,520 61,744 68,947 (21,811) 

2002 30,192 8,570 72,835 14,531 99,488 133,702 32,635 

2004 (3,771) 18,537 47,845 8,735 97,905 19,145 21,551 
2003 9,401 3,649 51,686 6,906 81,673 166,217 (18,169) 

Average 21,693 8,587 48,887 18,709 79,188 86,086 8,225 

Dry 2000 66,915 20,787 107,425 43,173 160,183 205,510 52,536 

3000 - 4000 KAF 2005 36,665 99,097 90,190 37,593 150,623 365,001 64,452 

Average 51,790 59,942 98,808 40,383 155,403 285,256 58,494 

Average 2006 89,311 107,682 102,873 58,755 182,612 365,672 51,187 

4000 - 4500 KAF 2008 92,193 102,753 130,762 63,342 182,531 413,408 65,648 

1995 82,567 167,451 134,340 75,451 237,300 441,729 58,675 

Average 88,024 125,962 122,659 65,849 200,814 406,936 58,504 

Wet 1998 87,250 144,057 109,014 67,777 193,810 494,664 156,433 

>4500 KAF 1999 78,312 121,793 168,545 67,147 205,716 454,338 191,501 

1996 85,209 145,019 127,123 70,250 228,786 472,790 111,459 

1997 89,811 114,324 87,073 65,307 202,475 464,715 136,926 

Average 85,145 131,299 122,939 67,620 207,697 471,627 149,080 

Actual Carryover Volumes by Entity, Sorted by Rei e Natural Flow (1995-2008). 

73. In considering the principles articulated in CM Rule 42.01.g, the Director will 
project reasonable carryover shortfall for members of the SWC. The following table represents 
the 2006/2008 BLY diversion volume and total reservoir storage space by entity. By dividing 
the total reservoir space by the 2006/2008 diversion volume, a metric is established that 
de cribes the total number of seasons the entity 's reservoir space can suppl y water. 

A&B AFRD2 BID Milner Minidoka 

06/08 BLY 58,492 415,730 250,977 46,332 362,884 
Total Reservoir Space 137,626 393,550 226,487 90,591 366,554 

Total Re ervoir Space 11 in Compari on to Demand. 

11 See R. Vol. 8 at 1373-74. 
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NSCC 

965,536 

859,898 

TFCC 

1,045,382 

245,930 



D. Reasonable Carryover 

i. A&B 

74. A&B 's reservoir space has the lowest average annual rate of fill with the highest 
variability in fill. See Finding of Fact 71. In very dry years, the potential exists that A&B's 
actual carryover will be less than the reasonable carryover. See Finding of Fact 72. A&B has an 
approximate two-year water supply provided by its total available storage space. See Finding of 
Fact 73. Because of its lower rate of fill, it is likely A&B will experience carryover shortfalls in 
consecutive dry years. Because of these factors, the estimated reasonable carryover for A&B 
(17,000 AF) is appropriate. See Finding of Fact 70. 

ii. AFRD2 

75. AFRD2 has the highest and most consistent reservoiJ rate of fill of any member of 
the SWC. See Finding of Fact 71. Therefore, any unfilled space in the fall will most likely fill. 
AFRD2 has, however, an approximate one-year supply available in storage. See Finding of Fact 
73. In a very dry year, AFRD2's historical carryover volume is often less than the amount 
needed for reasonable carryover. Because of these factors, the estimated reasonable carryover 
for AFRD2 (56,000 AF) is appropriate. See Finding of Fact 70. 

iii. BID & Minidoka 

76. In an average demand year, BID and Minidoka will have enough water to meet 
demands given a low water supply. See Finding of Fact 70. See also R. Vol. 37 at 7105. 
Historically, even in very dry years, BID's and Minidoka's carryover have been well above the 
calculated reasonable carryover and it is unlikely that they will have reasonable carryover 
shortfalls in the future. See Finding of Fact 72. See also R. Vol. 37 at 7105. Because of these 
factors, the estimated reasonable carryover for BID and Minidoka is OAF. See Finding of Fact 
70. See also R. Vol. 37 at 7105. 

iv. Milner 

77. Similar to A&B, Milner's reservoir space had the second lowest average annual 
rate of fi ll of all entities with a high degree of variability in fill. See Finding of Fact 71. In very 
dry years, the potential exists that Milner's actual carryover will be less than the reasonable 
carryover. See Finding of Fact 72. Milner has an approximate two-year water supply available 
in storage. See Finding of Fact 73. Because of its rate of fill , it is likely Milner will experience 
carryover shortfalls in consecutive dry years. Because of these factors, the estimated reasonable 
carryover for Milner (4,800 AF) is appropriate. See Finding of Fact 70. 

v. NSCC 

78. NSCC has a near average annual rate of fill in comparison to all entities and an 
approximate one-year water supply available in storage. See Findings of Fact 71 and 73. In dry 
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years, the potential exists that its reasonable carryover will be less than its actual carryover. See 
Finding of Fact 72. Because of these factors, the estimated reasonable carryover for NSCC 
(57,200 AF) is appropriate. See Finding of Fact 70. 

vi. TFCC 

79. TFCC has a near average annual rate of fill in comparison to all entities, but only 
a one-quarter of a year's water supply available in storage. See Findings of Fact 71 and 73 . In 
dry years, the potential exists that its reasonable carryover will be less than its actual carryover. 
See Finding of Fact 72. In the 2006 irrigation season, supplies were average, but TFCC's 
demands were below average. Because of these factors, the estimated reasonable carryover for 
TFCC (29,700 AF) is appropriate. See Finding of Fact 70. 

E. Reasonable Carryover Shortfall 

80. Reasonable carryover sho1tfall is the numerical difference between reasonable 
carryover and actual carryover, calculated at the conclusion of the irrigation season. Actual 
carryover is defined as the storage allocation minus the total storage use plus or minus any 
adjustments. Examples of adjustments include SWC deliveries for flow augmentation, SWC 
water placed in the rental pool, and SWC private leases. Adjustments are unique to each 
irrigation season and will be evaluated each year. Any storage water deliveries to entities other 
than the SWC for purposes unrelated to the original right will be adjusted so that the water is not 
included as a part of the SWC carryover volume. Water that is purchased or leased by an SWC 
member may become part of IGWA's carryover shortfall obligation. See e.g. R. Vol. 38 at 7201, 
fn. 11 (Eighth Supplemental Order). Conversely, adjustments will be made to assure that water 
supplied by a SWC member to private leases or to the rental pool will not increase the reasonable 
carryover shortfal l obligation to the same SWC member. 

81. Reasonable carryover shortfall is calculated as follows: 

Reasonable Carryover Shortfall = Actual Carryover - Reasonable Carryover 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

l. In his September 5, 2008 Final Order, the Director stated his intention to issue a 
separate, final order "detailing his approach for predicting material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand and reasonable carryover .... " R. Vol. 39 at 7386. On July 24, 2009, the Honorable 
John M. Melanson issued his Order on Petition for Judicial Review, in which he found that the 
Director's decision to bifurcate the proceedings conflicted with the Idaho Administrative 
Procedures Act; the court therefore remanded the issue to the Department. 

2. Parties to the judicial review proceedings filed petitions for reconsideration with 
the court for a myriad of issues. Responding to the petition for reconsideration filed by IGW A 
regarding the issue of bifurcation, the Department stated that "sufficient information exists to 
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issue an order determining material injury to reasonable caITyover and reasonable in-season 
demand." IDWR Response Brief on Rehearing at 3 (November 6, 2009). At oral argument on 
rehearing, the Department requested that the court "hold in abeyance its decision on rehearing 
until the Director issues the new order and the time for filing a motion for reconsideration and a 
petition for judicial review of the order has expired." Order Staying Decision on Petition for 
Rehearing Pending Issuance of Revised Final Order at 2 (March 4, 2010). The court therefore 
ordered the Department to issue a final order determining material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand and reasonable carryover by March 31, 2010. "Pursuant to 1.A.R. 13(b)(14), the Court 
shall hold in abeyance any final decision on rehearing until such an order is issued . ... " Id. at 3. 
On March 29, 2010, the court extended the deadline for the Director's order to April 7, 2010. 
Order Granting Unopposed Motion for Extension of Time to File Order on Remand. 

3. The purpose of this order is to provide the methodology by which the Director 
will determine material injury to RJSD and reasonable caITyover to members of the SWC. 

4. "The agency' s experience, technical competence, and specialized knowledge 
may be utilized in the evaluation of the evidence." Idaho Code§ 67-525 1(5); IDAPA 
37.01.0 l.600. 

5. Idaho Code§ 42-602 states that, "The director of the department of water 
resources shall have discretion and control of the distribution of water from all natural sources . . 
. . The director of the department of water resources shall distribute water ... in accordance with 
the prior appropriation doctrine." According to the Hearing Officer, "It is clear that the 
Legislature did not intend to grant the Director broad powers to do whatever the Director might 
think right. However, it is clear also that the Legislature [in Idaho Code § 42-602] did not intend 
to sum up water law in a single sentence of the Director's authority." R. Vol. 37 at 7085. The 
Idaho Supreme Court has recently stated, "Given the nature of the decisions which must be made 
in determining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some exercise of discretion by the 
Director." American Falls Res. Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dept. Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 875, 
154 P .3d 433, 446 (2007). The CM Rules incorporate all principles of the prior appropriation 
doctrine as established by Idaho law. CM Rule 20.03. 

6. "Priority of appropriation shall give the better right as between those using the 
water" of the State. Idaho Const. Art. XV, § 3. "As between appropriators, the first in time is 
first in right. " Idaho Code§ 42-106. "A prior appropriator is only entitled to the water to the 
extent that he has use for it when economically and reasonably used. It is the policy of the law 
of this state to require the highest and greatest possible duty from the waters of the state in the 
interest of agriculture and for useful and beneficial purposes." Washington State Sugar v. 
Goodrich, 27 Idaho 26, 44, 147 P. 1073, 1079 (19 15). 
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7. It is the policy of this State to integrate the appropriation, use, and 
administration of ground water with the use of su1face water in such a way as to optimize the 
beneficial use of water: "while the doctrine of 'first in time is first in right' is recognized, a 
reasonable exercise of this right shall not block the full economic development of underground 
water resources." Idaho Code§ 42-226. See also Idaho Const. Art. XV, § 7; Baker v. Ore-Ida 
Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575,584,513 P.2d 627,636 (1973). 

8. In American Falls, the Court stated as follows: 

The presumption under Idaho law is that the senior is entitled to his decreed water 
right, but there certainly may be some post-adjudication factors which are relevant 
to the determination of how much water is actually needed. The Rules may not be 
applied in such a way as to force the senior to demonstrate an entitlement to the 
water in the first place; that is presumed by the filing of a petition containing 
information about the decreed right. The Rules do give the Director the tools by 
which to determine "how the various ground and surface water sources are 
interconnected, and how, when, where and to what extent the diversion and use of 
water from one source impacts [others]." A & B Irrigation Dist., 131 Idaho at 422, 
958 P.2d at 579. Once the initial determination is made that material injury is 
occurring or will occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call 
would be futile or to challenge, in some other constitutionally permissible way, 
the senior's call. 

American Falls at 877-878, 154 P.3d at 448-449. 

9. In the context of conjunctive administration, the Director's methodology for 
projecting material injury does not impose an obligation upon members of the SWC to reprove 
their water rights. To the extent water is available, members of the SWC are authorized to divert 
and store water in accordance with the terms of their licenses or decrees. Nothing established 
herein reduces that authorization. The question that the CM Rules require the Director to answer 
in this proceeding is, when water is not available to fill the water rights of the SWC, how much 
water is reasonably necessary for the SWC to accomplish the beneficial purpose of raising crops; 
because what is needed to irrigate crops may be less than the decreed or licensed quantities. 
American Falls at 880, 154 P.3d at 451; Order on Petition for Judicial Review at 24-25; R. Vol. 
37 at 7098 ("Properly applied the minimum full supply approach is an attempt to measure, for 
purposes of determining if there should be curtailment, the amount of water senior surface water 
users need to raise crops of their choosing to maturity with the number of cuttings weather 
conditions will allow."). 

10. Holders of senior-priority water rights may receive less than their licensed or 
decreed quantities and not suffer material injury within the meaning of the CM Rules. As a 
result, in-season demand should be viewed in light of reasonableness, optimum development of 
water resources in the public interest, and full economic development. Idaho Const. Art XV,§ 7; 
Idaho Code§ 42-226; CM Rules 20 and 42; Schodde v. Twin Falls land and Water Co., 224 
U.S. 107 (l 912); American Falls at 876-77, 154 P.3d at 447-48. 
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11. Here, the Director has established a methodology for determining material 
injury to members of the SWC. The methodology predicts material injury to RISD by taking the 
difference between RISD and the forecasted supply. At this time, with the recognition that the 
methodology is subject to adjustment and refinement, RISD will be equal to the historic demands 
associated with the BLY (2006/2008), and will be corrected during the season to account for 
variations in climate and water supply between the BLY and actual conditions. 

12. The years 2000 through 2008 were used to select the initial BLY because it 
captured current irrigation practices in a dry climate. Based upon evaluation of the record, 
members of the SWC were exercising more reasonable efficiencies during this time period than 
during the 1990s when supplies were more plentiful and the climate more forgiving. During 
periods of drought when junior ground water users are subject to curtailment, members of the 
SWC should exercise reasonable efficiencies in order to promote the optimum utilization of the 
State's water resources. Idaho Cost. Art. XV,§ 7; Idaho Code§ 42-226; CM Rules 20 and 42. 

13. Recognizing that climate and surface water supplies (natural flow and storage) 
are inherently variable, the Director's predictions of material injury to RISD and reasonable 
carryover are based upon the best available information and the best available science, in 
conjunction with the Director's professional judgment as the manager of the State's water 
resources. Recognizing his ongoing duty to administer the State's water resources, the Director 
should use available data, and consider new analytical methods or modeling concepts, to 
evaluate the methodology. As the process of predicting and evaluating material injury moves 
forward , and more data is developed, the methodology will be subject to adjustment and 
refinement. 

14. If the Director predicts that the SWC will be materially injured, the consequence 
of that prediction is an obligation that must be borne by junior ground water users. If mitigation 
water in the amount of the projected RISD shortfall cannot be provided or optioned by junior 
ground water users to the satisfaction of the Director (see Order on Petition for Judicial Review 
at 19), the Director will curtail junior ground water users to make up any deficit. By requiring 
that junior ground water users provide or have options to acquire water in place during the 
season of need, the Director ensures that the SWC does not carry the risk of shortage to their 
supply. By not requiring junior ground water users to provide mitigation water until the time of 
need, the Director ensures that junior ground water users provide onl y the amount of water 
necessary to satisfy the reasonable in-season demand. All approved methods of mitigation shall 
be considered in the Director's rev iew of projected RISD shortfall. 

15. Unless there is reasonable certainty that junior ground water users can secure 
the predicted volume of water and provide that water at the time of need, the purpose of al lowing 
junior ground water users to continue to divert by providing water for mitigation is defeated. 
The risk of shortage is then impennissibly shouldered by the SWC. Members of the SWC 
should have certainty entering the irrigation season that mitigation water will be provided at the 
time of need, or curtailment of junior ground water rights will be ordered at the start of the 
irrigation season. 
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16. Because climate and the supply that the SWC appropriated (natural fl ow and 
storage) are inherently variable, the Director cannot and should not insulate the SWC against all 
shortages. The Director can, however, protect the SWC against reasonably predicted shortages 
to RISD. 

17. Currently, the USBR and USACE's Joint Forecast is the best predictive tool at 
the Director's disposal for predicting material injury to RISD. Given current forecasting 
techniques, the earliest the Director can predict material injury to RISD with reasonable certainty 
is soon after the Joint Forecast is issued in early April. By using one standard error of estimate, 
the Director purposefully underestimates the water supply that is predicted in the Joint Forecast. 
The Director further guards against RISD shortage by using the 2006/2008 BLY, which has 
above average ET, below average in-season precipitation, and above average growing degree 
days. The 2006/2008 average represents years in which water supply did not limit diversions. 
The Director's prediction of material injury to RISD is purposefully conservative. While it may 
ultimately be determined after final accounting that less water was owed than was provided, this 
is an appropriate burden for junior appropriators to carry. Idaho Cost. Art. XV,§ 3; Idaho Code 
§ 42-106. 

18. Just as members of the SWC should have certainty at the start of the irrigation 
season that junior ground water users will be curtailed, in whole or in part, unless they provide 
the required volume of mitigation water, in whole or in pa1t, junior ground water users should 
also have certainty entering the irrigation season that the predicted injury determination will not 
be greater than it is ultimately determined at the Time of Need (defined in footnote 8, supra). If 
it is determined at the time of need that the Director under-predicted the demand shortfall, the 
Director wi ll not require that junior ground water users make up the difference, either through 
mitigation or curtailment. This determination is based upon the Director's discretion and his 
balancing of the principle of priority of right with the principles of optimum utilization and full 
economic development of the State's water resources. Idaho Const. Art. XV,§ 3; Idaho Const. 
Art. XV,§ 7; Idaho Code§ 42-106; Idaho Code§ 42-226. Because the methodology is based 
upon conservative assumptions and is subject to refinement, the possibility of under-predicting 
material injury is minimized and should lessen as time progresses. The methodology should 
provide both the SWC and junior ground water users certainty at the start of the irrigation 
season. 

19. The Director will review, at the end of the season, the volume and efficiencies 
of application of surface water, the amount of mitigation water provided by junior ground water 
users, and may, in the exercise of his professional judgment, readjust the reasonable carryover 
shortfalls to reflect these considerations. 

20. According to CM Rule 42.0 l .g, members of the SWC are entitled to maintain a 
reasonable amount of carryover storage water to minimize shortages in "future dry years." 
Guidance fo r determining reasonable carryover is also found in CM Rule 42.01.g: "In 
determining a reasonable amount of carry-over storage water, the Director shall consider the 
average annual rate of fill of storage reservoirs and the average annual carry-over for prior 
comparable water conditions and the projected water supply for the system." 
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21. While the right to reasonable carryover is provided by CM Rule 42.01.g, the 
Court in Anierican Falls established that there are limitations upon that right: 

At oral argument, one of the iITigation district attorneys candidly admitted that 
their position was that they should be permitted to fill their entire storage water 
right, regardless of whether there was any indication that it was necessary to 
fulfill current or future needs and even though the irrigation districts routinely sell 
or lease the water for uses unrelated to the original rights. This is simply not the 
law of Idaho. While the prior appropriation doctrine certainly gives pre-eminent 
rights to those who put water to beneficial use first in time, this is not an absolute 
rule without exception. As previously discussed, the Idaho Constitution and 
statutes do not permit waste and require water to be put to beneficial use or be 
lost. Somewhere between the absolute right to use a decreed water right and an 
obligation not to waste it and to protect the public 's interest in this valuable 
commodity, lies an area for the exercise of discretion by the Director. This is 
certainly not unfettered discretion, nor is it discretion to be exercised without any 
oversight. That oversight is provided by the courts, and upon a properly 
developed record, this Court can determine whether that exercise of discretion is 
being properly carried out. 

American Falls at 880, 154 P.3d at 451. 

22. While CM Rule 42.0 l .g contemplates reasonable carryover for future dry years, 
the Hearing Officer determined that "requiring curtailment to reach beyond the next irrigation 
season involves too many variables and too great a likelihood of irrigation water being lost to 
inigation use to be acceptable within the standards implied in AFRD#2." R. Vol. 37 at 7109-10. 
Therefore, a senior may only seek curtailment of juniors to provide reasonable carryover for a 
period of one year. Id. In his 2008 Final Order, former Director Tuthill accepted the 
recommendation of the Hearing Officer. 

23. In its Order on Petition for Judicial Review, the court held that it was incorrect 
for the Director to categorically limit the right to carryover storage "for more than just the next 
season . . .. " Order on Petition for Judicial Review at 22. The court went on to say, however, 
that the Director, " in the exercise of his discretion , can significantly limit or even reject carry
over for multiple years based on the specific facts and circumstances of a particular delivery call. 
Ultimately, the end result may well be the same." Id. 

24. As discussed in the Findings of Fact, reasonable carryover is determined by 
projecting the water supply for the system. This is accomplished by projecting the 2002/2004 
supply and the 2006/2008 demand. Next, the Director examines the average annual rate of fill of 
the storage rights held by members of the SWC to determine each entities' relative probability of 
fill. Finally, the Director examines the average annual carryover for prior comparable water 
conditions by reviewing Heise natural flow. 
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25. If, in the fall, the Director finds that a reasonable cruTyover hortfall exists, the 
Director will use the ESPA Model to determine the transient impacts of curtailment (yeru·-to
yeru-). The ESPA Model will be u ed to determine the yearly irnfacts of curtailment of junior 
ground water users, if curtailed from April l through Mru·ch 31 . 1 It is this volume of water that 
junior ground water users must provide or have optioned in the fall in order to trut the 

ub equent irrigation season without an order of curtailment. All approved methods of 
mitigation shall be considered in the Director' review of reasonable cru-ryover hortfall. 

26. Recognizing that reservoirs space held by members of the SWC may fill, and in 
order to prevent the waste of water, junior ground water users ru·e not required to provide the 
volume of reasonable carryover until after the Day of Allocation (defined in footnote 16, infra). 
Junior ground water users are obligated to provide reasonable carryover to the SWC until 
reservoir space held by the entitie fill s. If the reservoir space does not fill , the result of the 
simulated transient benefits of curtailment mu t be provided or optioned by junior ground water 
user in the fall. In addition, the Director will determine shortfalls to the SWC' rea onable 
carryover for the next irrigation sea on and u e the ESPA Model to determine the transient 
volume of water that must be provided or optioned. This transient obligation i in addition to the 
ub equent year s transient obligation. 

27. By modeling the impacts of curtailments until the reservoir space held by 
members of the SWC fills, junior ground water users have an accruing mitigation obligation. In 
this way, the Director is able to account for reasonable carryover for "future dry year ." CM 
Rule 42.01.g. 

28. The Director recognize that his analysis of the obligation for reasonable 
carryover differs from his analysi for RISD obligations. In predicting RISD shortage , the 
Director is able to premise his determination on the Joint Forecast. The Director requires junior 
ground water users to provide the entire RISD hortage because the Joint Foreca t allows 
determination of mate1ial injury with rea onable ce1tainty. 

29. In the fall of the sub equent irrigation season, the Director cannot, with 
rea enable certainty, predict material injury to reasonable carryover. A found by the Hearing 
Officer, "Anticipating the next season of need is closer to faith than science." R. Vol. 37 at 
7109. Because of the uncertainty a sociated with this prediction, and in the intere t of balancing 
priority of right with optimum utilization and full economic development of the State' s water 
re ources, Idaho Const. Art. XV,§ 3; Idaho Const. Art. XV,§ 7; Idaho Code§ 42-106; Idaho 
Code§ 42-226, the Director will use the ESPA Model to simulate transient curtailment of the 

12 Ver ion 1. 1 o f Lhe ESPA M odel runs on ix- month stress periods. Because an irrigation ea on i nine month 
long imulating curLa ilment for a period of six months would under estimate Lhe impacts of cunailment and 
unrea onably shift the ri sk of shortage to the SWC. Because version I. I of the ESPA M odel cann t imulale 
curtailment for nine months, it is appropriate 10 imulate curtailment for one year, as opposed to ix month . 
Becau e the methodology is subject to re finement, this determination may be rev isited if the Lre peri od are 
changed in subsequent versions of the mode l. 
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projected reasonable carryover shortage. By requiring that junior ground water users provide 
water or have options in place in the fall of the subsequent irrigation season in the amount of the 
first year of curtailment (accruing from season-to-season until reservoir space fills), the Director 
ensures that a certain volume of water will be ca1Tied over from one season to the next. This 
allows the SWC to plan for the coming irrigation season, and places the risk of reasonable 
shortage on junior ground water users. In light of the unpredictable nature of the determination 
of material injury to reasonable carryover, the use of the ESPA Model imposes a reasonable 
burden on junior ground water users. 

ORDER 

Based upon and consistent with the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the 
Director hereby orders that, for purposes of determining material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand and reasonable carryover, the following steps will be taken: 

1. Step 1: By April 1, members of the SWC will provide electronic shape files to the 
Department delineating the total irrigated acres within their water delivery boundary or confirm 
in writing that the existing electronic shape file from the previous year has not varied by more 
than 5%; provided that the total acreage count does not exceed the number of acres to be 
irrigated within the decreed place of use. Because the SWC members can best determine the 
irrigated acres within their service area, the SWC should be responsible for submitting the 
information to the Department. If this information is not timely provided, the Department will 
determine the total irrigated acres based upon past year cropping patterns and current satellite 
and/or aerial imagery. If an SWC member fails or refuses to identify the number of irrigated 
acres within its service area by April l, the Department will be cautious about recognizing acres 
as being irrigated if there is uncertainty about whether the acres are or will be irrigated during the 
upcoming irrigation season. The Department will publish electronic shape files for each member 
of the SWC for the current water year for review by the parties. In determining the total irrigated 
acreage, the Department will account for supplemental ground water use. 

2. Beneficial use cannot occur on lands that are not described in the SWC's water 
rights. If, however, the acreage count is under reported by more than five percent of the irrigated 
acreage limit of the water right, then an assessment must be made of the impact of this reduction 
in use of the water right on any mitigation requirement. 

3. Step 2: Starting at the beginning of April, the Department wi ll calculate the 
cumulative CWN volume for all land irrigated with surface water within the boundaries of each 
member of the SWC. 

• Volumetric values of CWN will be calculated using ET and precipitation values from 
the USBR's AgriMet program, irrigated areas provided by each entity, and crop 
distributions based on NASS data. 
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• Cumulative in-season CWN values will be calculated for each member of the SWC, 
approximately once a month. 

4. Step 3: Typically within the first two weeks of April, the USBR and USACE 
issue their Joint Forecast that predicts an unregulated inflow volume at the Heise Gage for the 
period April 1 through July 31. Within fourteen (14) days after issuance of the Joint Forecast, 
the Director will predict and issue an April Forecast Supply for the water year and will compare 
the April Forecast Supply to the baseline demand ("BD") to determine if a demand shortfall 
("DS") is anticipated for the upcoming irrigation season. A separate April Forecast Supply and 
DS will be determined for each member of the SWC. See below for an example. 13 

AFRD2 - Start of Irrigation Season Summary 
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AFRD2 Start of Irrigation Season Summary, Initial Demand Shortfall Prediction. 

5. Step 4: If the April DS is greater than the reasonable carryover shortfall from the 
previous year, junior ground water users will be required to establish, to the satisfaction of the 
Director, their ability to secure and provide a volume of storage water or to conduct other 
approved mitigation activities that will provide water to the injured members of the SWC equal 
to the difference of the April projected demand shortfall and reasonable carryover shortfall, for 
all injured members of the SWC. If junior ground water users fail or refuse to provide this 

13 For the purposes of the illustrative example, AFRD2 was selected as the water user, a dry year was selected as the 
irrigation season, and 2006/2008 was selected as the BLY. Forecast supply was calculated utili zi ng historic natural 
flow and historic reservoir storage data. 
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information by May 1, or within fourteen (14) day from issuance of the values set forth in Step 
3, whichever is later in time, the Director will issue an order curtailing junior ground water 
users. 14 Modeled cmtailment shall be consistent with previous Department efforts. The ESPA 
Model will be run to determine the priority date necessary to produce the necessary volume 
within the model boundary of the ESPA. However, because the Director can only curtail junior 
ground water rights within the area of common ground water supply, CM Rule 50.01, junior 
ground water Ll ers will be required to meet the volumetric obligation within the area of common 
ground water supply, not the full model boundary. 

6. If, at any time prior to the Director's final determination of the April Foreca t 
Supply, the Director can determine with certainty that any member of the SWC has diverted 
more natural flow than predicted, or has accrued more storage than predicted, the Director will 
revise his initial, projected demand shortfall determination. 

7. If there is no projected demand shortfall in the April Forecast Supply, step 5, 6, 
7, and 8 will not be implemented for in-season purposes. 

8. Step 5: If the torage allocations held by members of the SWC fill, there i no 
reasonable carryover shortfall. If the storage allocations held by members of the SWC do not 
fill, within fourteen (14) day following the publication of Water District O l 's initial storage 
report, which typically occurs oon after the Day of Allocation, 15 the volume of water ecured by 
junior ground water users to fulfill the reasonable carryover shortfall shall be made available to 
injured members of the SWC. The amount of reasonable carryover to be provided shall not 
exceed the empty storage space on the Day of Allocation for that entity. If water is owed in 
addition to the reasonable carryover shortfall volume, this water shall be provided to members of 
the SWC at the Time of Need, described below. The Time of Need will be no earlier than the 
Day of Allocation. 

9. Step 6: Approximately halfway through the irrigation season, but following the 
events described in Step 5, the Director will, for each member of the SWC: (1) evaluate the 
actual crop water needs up to that point in the irrigation season; (2) e timate the Time of Need 
date; 16 and (3) i sue a revised Forecast Supply. 

10. This information wiJJ be used to recalculate RISD and adju t the projected DS for 
each member of the SWC. RISD will be calculated utilizing the project efficiency, ba eline 

1~ Thi pre ume that any rea e nable carryover obligation ha been met, and that junior ground water user are not 
a lready under prior curtailment from deficiencies in meeting the previous year ' s obligation. 

15 The Day of Allocation is the time in the irrigation season when the W ater Di trict 0 I waterma ter i able to issue 
allocations to storage space holders after the reservoir system has achieved its maximum phy ical fill, maximum 
water right accrual , and any excess spill past Milner Dam ha ceased. Tr. p. 902, In . 7-25; p. 903, In . 1- 10. 

16 At the earliest establi shed Time of Need for any member of the SWC, junior ground water u er are required to 
provide remaining mitigation to all materially injured members of the SWC. 
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demand, and the cumulative actual crop water need determined up to that point in the irrigation 
season. The Director will then issue revised RISD and DS values. 

11. If the Director determines that the estimated Time of Need is reasonably certain, 
Step 7 will not be implemented for in-season purpose . 

12. Step 7: Shortly before the estimated Time of Need, but following the events 
described in Steps 5 and 6, the Director will, for each member of the SWC: (1) evaluate the 
actual crop water needs up to that point in the irrigation season; (2) issue a revised Forecast 
Supply; and (3) establish the Time of Need. 

13. This information will be used to recalculate RISD and adjust the projected DS for 
each member of the SWC. RISO will be calculated utilizing the project efficiency, baseline 
demand, and the cumulative actual crop water need determined up to that point in the irrigation 
season. The Director will then issue revised RISD and DS values. 

14. Step 8: At the Time of Need, junior ground water users are required to provide the 
lesser of the two volumes 17 from Step 4 (May 1 ecured water) and the RISD volume calculated 
at the Time of Need. If the calculations from step 6 or 7 indicate that a volume of water 
necessary to meet in-season projected demand hortfalls is greater than the volume from Step 4, 
no additional water is required. 

15. The Director will review, at the end of the season, the volume and efficiencies of 
application of surface water, the amount of mitigation water provided by junior ground water 
users, and may, in the exerci e of his professional judgment, readjust the reasonable carryover 
shortfall to reflect these con iderations. 

16. Step 9: Following the end of the irrigation season (on or before November 30), 
the Department will determine the total actual volumetric demand and total actual crop water 
need for the entire irrigation eason. This information will be used for the analysis of rea onable 
carryover shortfall , selection of future baseline year , and for the refinement and continuing 
improvement of the method for future use. 

17. On or before November 30, the Department will publi h estimates of actual 
carryover and reasonable carryover shortfall volumes for all members of SWC. These e timates 
will be based on but not limited to the consideration of the best available water diversion and 
storage data from Water District 01 , return flow monitoring, comparative years, and RISD. 
These estimate will establish the obligation of junior ground water u er in providing water to 
the SWC for reasonable carryover shortfall. Fourteen (14) days following the publication by the 
Department of reasonable carryover short fall obligations, junior ground water user will be 

17 This refer. LO Lhe overa ll volume for Lhe entire estimate. While the overall volume predicted at the start of the 
season repre enl with certainty the upper bounds of water Lhal junior ground waler users will need to provide Lo 
members of the SWC, values predicted at the start of the season may adjust up or down al the time of mid- ea on re
evaluati on. 
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required to establish, to the satisfaction of the Director, their ability to provide a volume of 
storage water or to conduct other approved mitigation activities that will provide water to the 
injured members of the SWC equal to the reasonable carryover sho11faJ1 for all injured members 
of the SWC. If junior ground water users cannot provide this information, the Director will issue 
an order curtailing junior ground water rights. 

18. Step 10: As an alternative to providing the full volume of reasonable carryover 
shortfall established in Step 9, junior ground water users can request that the Department model 
the transient impacts of the proposed curtailment based on the D epartment's water rights data 
base and the ESPA Model. The modeling effort will determine total annual reach gain accruals 
due to curtailment over the period of the model exercise. See R. Vol. 8 at 1386-87. In the year 
of injury, junior ground water users would then be obligated to provide the accrued volume of 
water associated with the first year of the model run. See id. at 1404, 1[ 5. In each subsequent 
year, junior ground water users would be required to provide the respective volume of water 
associated with reach gain accruals for that respective year, until such time as the reservoir 
storage space held by members of the SWC fills, or the entire volume of water from Step 9 less 
any previous accrual payments is provided. See id. at 1404 , <j( 6. Modeled curtai lment shall be 
consistent with previous Department efforts. The ESPA Model will be run to determine the 
priority date necessary to produce the required volume within the model boundary of the ESPA. 
However, because the Director can only curtail junior ground water rights within the area of 
common ground water supply, CM Rule 50.01, junior ground water users wi ll be required to 
meet the volumetric obligation within the area of common ground water supply, not the full 
model boundary. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the amended Final Order supersedes the Final Order 
issued April 7, 2010 and the Amended Final Order issued June 16, 2010. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho 
Code, any pru1y aggrieved by the final order or orders previously issued by the Director in this 
matter may appeal the final order and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court 
by filing a petition in the district court of the county in which a hearing was held, the final 
agency action was taken, the party seeking review of the order resides, or the real property or 
personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. The appeal must be filed 
within twenty-eight (28) days: (a) of the service date of the final order; (b) of an order denying 
petition for reconsideration; or (c) the fai lure within twenty-one (2 1) days to grant or deny a 
petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See Idaho Code§ 67-5273. The filing of an 
appeal to district court does not in i tself stay the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under 

appeal. J 
Dated this 2-.3 day of June, 2010. 

Interim Director 
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